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The Heart of the Dreamer is a novel by Karen Marie Moning. It is the first
book in the Fever series and was published in 2006. The novel follows the
story of MacKayla Lane, a young woman who discovers that she is a sidhe-
seer, a person who can see the fae.

MacKayla is a bartender in Dublin, Ireland, when she witnesses the murder
of her sister. She soon learns that her sister was killed by a faerie, and that
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she herself is a sidhe-seer. MacKayla is drawn into the world of the fae,
and she must learn to use her powers to protect herself and her loved
ones.

The Heart of the Dreamer is a complex and well-written novel that explores
the themes of love, loss, and destiny. Moning creates a rich and believable
world, and her characters are complex and relatable. The novel is full of
action and suspense, and it will keep readers on the edge of their seats
from beginning to end.

Characters

The Heart of the Dreamer features a cast of complex and well-developed
characters. MacKayla Lane is the protagonist of the novel, and she is a
strong and determined young woman. She is also vulnerable and flawed,
and she makes mistakes. But she is always willing to learn from her
mistakes and fight for what she believes in.

Other important characters in the novel include:

Barron: A mysterious and powerful faerie who is both attracted to and
repelled by MacKayla.

Jericho: A human who is MacKayla's friend and confidant.

Dani: MacKayla's sister who is murdered at the beginning of the novel.

Christian MacKeltar: A powerful faerie king who is MacKayla's father.

Setting

The Heart of the Dreamer is set in Dublin, Ireland, and the surrounding
countryside. Moning creates a rich and believable world that is full of magic



and danger. The novel's setting is one of its strengths, and it helps to create
a sense of atmosphere and suspense.

Themes

The Heart of the Dreamer explores a number of complex themes, including:

Love: The novel explores the different types of love, including romantic
love, familial love, and love of self.

Loss: The novel deals with the grief and pain of losing loved ones.

Destiny: The novel explores the idea of destiny and whether or not we
are all destined to play a certain role in life.

The Heart of the Dreamer is a complex and well-written novel that explores
a number of important themes. Moning creates a rich and believable world,
and her characters are complex and relatable. The novel is full of action
and suspense, and it will keep readers on the edge of their seats from
beginning to end.
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